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other parts of the Himalayas. Mr. E. 0. S. Baker has
even two clutches of eggs taken in the Son thai Per-
gasinahs.
The Fantail Snipe is essentially a worm-eater, although
it also eats aquatic insects and shellfish ; the great sensitive-
ness of its bill, which is especially adapted for working
in mud, is in relation to this diet. For this reason, too.
the FantaiFs requirements in the matter of a feeding-ground
are somewhat special; there must not be too much water,
as the bird does not like to get its breast wet; and on the
other hand, the mud must be quite soft so as to be easily
penetrated by the bill. It is thus easily understood that
a comparatively small difference in the amount of water
may be enough to spoil a jheel from the point of view of
the snipe—and his persecutors. The early morning and
late evening are the chief times of the Snipe's activity, and
it sometimes sits up at night to feed, but in. the day it rests
among grass and reeds out of the water, or even on float-
ing masses of weed in it, so long as there is enough for sup-
port, even if such natural rafts are half a mile away from
land. In India, Snipe appear never to perch on trees,
except occasionally in the hills, but they often do so in
Europe and Northern Asia in the breeding season. At
this time also they play in the air in a most remarkable
way, rising to a great height and often uttering a call like
cctcMk tchak. " After they have attained a sufficient
pitch, they suddenty glide rapidty down with outspread
tail and quivering wings, this descent being accompanied
by a 'c bleating3' or *' drumming'' noise, which is supposed
to be produced by the action of the air on the tail fea-
thers. The bird does not usually call vocally while
drumming, but as soon as his descent ceases he utters his
double note again on resuming his ordinary flight.
The female "drums" as well as the male ; at any rate
she has been known to do so under alarm.

